I was re-reading the quick FAQ on the side bar and come across
something I don't understand the logic behind. Maybe you guys
can fill me in.
0 upvotes | 25 April, 2017 | by salezman12
It seems that there are a lot of really redudant questions that keep popping up, or more specifically,
several variations of the same problem that all have the same solution. I wanted to see if there was
anything specific in the sidebar about it, and if not, suggest we add something. But then I ran across
something that I need some clarification with.
So towards the bottom, talking about texting, it says only text for logistics. Completely agree. Then it
says, if she texts me, only text her 2/3 as much as she texts me. I actually think 2/3 is on the edge of to
much, but I agree with the concept. But then it says never send her a picture of yourself. I'm sure there's a
great reason, but I don't know what that reason is. Anyone?
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Comments
ppzhao • 1 point • 25 April, 2017 09:21 PM

No rule is absolute. 2/3 text rule is so she knows you're interested, but not always available, and she's investing
more than you are.
Never send her a pic of yourself - I wouldn't say "never" as an absolute, especially if you look good. Women
aren't as turned on by looks as men are, they're attracted to personality/confidence/display of wealth (not actual
bank balance) far more than looks. A lot of those can be conveyed in txt that are more important than your looks.
[deleted] • 1 point • 25 April, 2017 09:27 PM*

basically its to eliminate YOU chasing her. which most BP guys do.
dude will text a girl. and when the girl doesnt respond for a few hours (or even days) they feel rejected and
ignored, so they text again. they think, "fuck, shes not paying attention to me, better get her attention!" guys will
end up texting 60%+ ..... which will come off as needy and scare them away.
the key is to remain patient and to do 20-30% of the texting. (or 2/3) and let the girl chase you more. this will
keep the masculine/feminine polarity balanced as it should and build the attraction. she needs to NOT talk to you
ALL the time, in order to 'miss' you and 'wonder' about you.. if you constantly text and chase, you aren't a
mystery anymore. so in regards to pics, by sending selfies and shit to her all the time, does she really need to see
you? the point is to get her to see you in person. if shes getting flooded with pics, you are chasing and trying to
sell yourself. when technically, you should be in the buyer mindset. she should be qualifying herself to YOU.
salezman12[S] • 1 point • 25 April, 2017 09:29 PM

I get all of that, and agree. It's the picture part that I was confused on.
[deleted] • 1 point • 25 April, 2017 09:32 PM

updated the end of my post. my bad
salezman12[S] • 1 point • 25 April, 2017 09:40 PM

Ah, understood. Not that I send a lot of pictures through text, but it just kinda caught me off guard,
not realizing it was a suggestion to not send pictures. So, I primarily use snapchat, I almost never text,
because its more distant and cold. I use that to my advantage, what would be the suggestion using
snapchat as primary means of communication as it relates to not sending a lot of pictures?
[deleted] • 1 point • 25 April, 2017 09:41 PM

dont use any social media, honestly. all those things are what women use for orbiters and
validation. you don't want to be lumped in with those dudes.... be the man. make a date. get them
out in person. your intent will be much more forward. and you will have less chances of being
friend zoned.
once you progress through dating and her attraction grows for you, then you can text a little bit
more (still only 2/3's rule though), since once you start getting closer to LTR, you will need to
provide them comfort with SOME communication. this is a shift a lot of RP guys fuck up. they
stay full RP, then their GF leaves them because they are too rambo. the longer you are with the
girl (if you want things to progress to something like term) you need to sprinkle in comfort.
otherwise she wont feel you care.
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disregard all the above if you are just looking to hook up/plate. if thats the case, remain RP
throughout and move on when the time comes.
oldredder • 1 point • 25 April, 2017 09:43 PM

If you're a top 5% body physique guy that rule is ignored.
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